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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF BUSINESS ARITHMETIC STUDENTS:
THE USE OF CALCULATORS VS. MANUAL COMPUTATION

This experiment was conducted to determine if there
was a significant difference in the mathematical competence
of students who studied business arithmetic with the aid of
clerical office machines as compared with students who studied
business arithmetic in a traditional course where computations
were performed manually.

The s t-udents involved in the study

were divided into two groups.

The control group consisted of

46 students and the experimental group consisted of 19
students.

The control group studied business arithmetic in

the traditional manner and the experimental group studied
·'

business ari throe tic incorporated with clerical off ice machines.
Two tests comparable in length and difficulty were
administered to the two groups .

The pretest was admin-

istered during the first class meeting of the 1970 spring
semester and the post test was given at the end of the
first nine weeks of the semester .

The improvement in the

students ' scores from the pretest to the post test was used

2

to compute the statistical z-test to determine if there was
a significant difference in the mathematical competence of
the groups.
The mean improvement of the control group

vras

13, 74 ,

. The experimental group had a mean improvement of 18,05 , The
2
2
variance obtained by using the formula s = £.x 2
(~x) for
- N-

N- 1
the control group was 45.44 and for the experimental group

was 90 , 50 .
z=

-

The z-test result was 1 , 80 based on the formula:

-

X1 - X2

V s21

Ni

+

The critical region for the statistical " z"

s2

2

~

for a significance level of , 05 is /z/-::::-1 ,96 ,

Thus , because

the value obtained, 1,80 , is less than 1 , 96, the null
hypothesis must be retained,

That is, there was no signifi-

cant difference in the mathe~~tical competence at the end of
nine weeks between the students in either group,
The results of the study showed no statistically
significant difference in group achievement,

Therefore ,

this study indicated that the improvement in mathematical
competence of students who studied business arithmetic
inte grated with office machine instruction was not
significantly different than the improvement of students who
studied business arithmetic by the traditional method ,
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Chapter 1

THE PROBLEM
INTRODUCTION
The emphasis in educati on today is on covering the
most material in the least amount of time .

Curriculum

changes are proposed to make courses pertinent and worthwhile to the students.

Business Education is no exception.

For years, colleges and universities have offered
business arithmetic and clerica l office machines as separate
courses.

As the two are quite similar, a combination class

has been proposed.

An experiment of this type has not been

incor porated in any college curriculum to date .
Business arithmetic was designed to a·ssist the
student in acquiring mathematical skills sufficient to
contribute to his success in a business career .

The student

is introduced to the important principles of financial mathematics .

The course was devised to offer instruction in the

use of mathematics for solving personal business as well as
professional business problems.
Clerical office machines is a survey course designed
to provide experienc~ in basic computational machines used
in tte modern office .

T~e. student gaiDS a knowledge of _the

principles_ of business machine operations _plus a familiarity
with the many business forms and problems .
1

2

The primary goal of this combination course was to
give students a competency in mathematical problem-solving
c oncepts and to develop a high degree of operating skill on
•the basic business machines .

The objective of the course

. was to prepare the student for initial employment and future
j ob growth.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to de t ermine if there
was a significant difference at the end of nine weeks in the
mathematica l competence of those students who studied business
arithmetic with the aid of clerical office machines , as compared to those students who studied business arithmetic in a
traditional course where computations were performed manually .

HYPOTHES I S
There was n o significant difference at the end of
nine weeks in the nathematical competence between the
students in either group •
.•

NEED FOR THE STUDY
. Although bus i ness arithmetic was a prerequisite for
clerical offic e machi nes I student s _often enrolled in the
machines c9urse before _completing a course in business
arithmetic.

The~efore ,. students lea rned the material . included

in t 0e b~siness _arithme tic clas~ simultane 9usly _with clerical
office machines .

The instructor was hampe red by the

3

necessity of teaching the fundamentals of business arithmetic
to some students, while teaching the operation of calculating
machines to others.
Research concerning the feasibility of combining the
clerical offic e machines course and the business arithmetic
course pointed to the demand by business for students with
an adequate background in business arithmetic.

Since the

students will be using computational ma.chines in the
offices, it is only logical ",.,that these two courses be
combined at the university level to provide maximum training
at the least expense of time for the student . 111
Students of business arithmetic and clerical office
machines found the content of the two courses to be almost
identical ,

The only difference seemed to be in the problem-

solving methodology .
It appears that educators in the field of business
believe that , s~nce office workers have access to computational machines, there is little reason to force university
students to learn to perform the mathematical computations
,,.

manually.

A course which would incorporate the basic

mathematical computations and procedures for operating the
various calculating machines would appear to be a great
asset to the business curriculum of colleges and
universities.
.

.

1 Mildred Quinn;· "A Study to Determine the· ·Feasibility
of Combining the Clerical Ofl'ice : Ma.chines Course and the ·
Business Arithmetic Course," {unpublished research study ,
University of Kentucky, 1969), p . )2.

4
LIMITATIONS

T~is study was limited as follows :
1.

The varying teaching abilities of the two
teachers involved in the study .

2,

Mechanical break-down of the machines.

J . The emotional condition of the students when
tests of achievement were given .
DELIMITATIONS

This study was delimited to include the following :
1.

Only the first nine weeks of the 1970 spring
semester at Morehead State University .

2.

Only the students enrolled in either the experimental or the control group at the beginning of
the semester .
)

J.

Only the students enrolled in the traditional
business arithmetic class who had not had a
course in clerical office machines prior to
enrollment .

4.

Only the students who had not previously been
enrolled in a business arithmetic or an advanced
mathematics course .

5.

Only the students who had enrolled in the class
of their own volition •

.,
DEFINITION OF TERJV'JS USED

Business Arithme tic Course.

The business arithmetic

course was defined as a course which included the basic
fundamentals of mathematics:

fractions, decimals, percent-

ages , and an introduction to fi,nanc.i,al ma th~tna ti Gs and__ the
us~ of_ t~ese mathematical fundamentals in business-oriented
problems.

5
Clerical Office ifiachines Course.

The clerical office

ma.chines course was defined as a bas~c survey course which
introduced the 10-key adding machine, the full-keyboard
adding machine, the printing calculator, and the rotary
. calculator .
Combination Course.

The combination course was

defined as a course which afforded the opportunity of
learning ~he basic fundamentals of mathematics , that is ,
fractions , decimals, percentages, and an introduction to
financial mathematics, while also learning to operate the
various computational machines .
Control Group.

The control group consisted of 46

students enrolled in the two sections of the traditional
business arithmetic course,
Experimental Group.

The experimental group con-

sisted of 19 students enrolled in the two sections of the
combination course .
Post Test.

The post test was a comprehensive test

given at the end of nine weeks to the students in the control
group and in the experimental group.
Pretest.

(see Appendix C) .

The pretest was a comprehensive test given

at the beginning of the spring semester to the ~tudents in
the control _group and in the experimental group.
Appendix B).

(see

Chapter 2
RELATED

LITERATURE

Although numerous educators have recommended the
use of calculators in mathematics classes, very few studies
have advocated a combination course.

The studies completed,

however, pointed to the advantages of the use of calculators
in these classes.
Milwaukee Studv
In December, 1953, seven Milwaukee area public and
parochial schools were involved in a project to explore the
use of adding machines and the abacus in elementary arithmetic
classes.

Two years before this project was initiated, a

pilot project utilizing student teachers in their practiceteaching year and students in grades one through eight was
established in the Milwaukee area.
The pilot project showed that:

(a) a demonstration

adding machine in the classroom could be a valuable teaching
and learning tool; (b) in the teaching of arithmetic,
instruction was improved by in-service training of teachers
in the use of adding machines; and (c) the use of this tool
helped the learner to achieve a better understanding of
arithmetic computations. 2
2 A. F. Schott , "Adventure in Arithmetic," N~·t -i;nal
Elementary Principal , )6:86-90, September , 1956 ,

6

7
Due to the success of the pilot project, the
experiment was attempted on a larger scale throughout the
Milwaukee area.

This major experiment showed tha~ students

learned techniques of using machines for addition, division,
subtraction, and multiplication of whole n~mbers and deci~ls
and also in problem-solving.

All teachers, administrators,

and supervisors directly involved in the experiment defined
the results as favorable.
The testing program gave conclusive proof that the
adding machine was valuable as a learning tool.

A total of

924 pupils in grades four through nine were tested for their
mathematical achievement after completing this machine
instruction.

In four months' time, the pupils gained from

nine to twenty-five months' acceleration depending upon the
entrance level.

The California Arithmetic Test was used to

measure achievement.
Long Island Experiment
In 1962, an "educator calculator" was used in the
Mannetto Hill Elementary School in Long Island to meet the
needs of students with varying degrees of arithmetic ability.J
The students were organized into several small groups and
were encouraged
to . work at their own speed and to help each
.
other,

Job sheets , covering two to three weeks' work, with

- - - - - - - - ·.

' •

·-·~. _··. . - JE~ Platter·; ~Calcu l ateq. Project in-·Teaching.Arith- .
metic .Spurs Elementary Pupils' Interest , Learning ," New York
Educator, 49:16-17 , April , 1962 .

·.•

8

answer sheets for checking accuracy, were made available to
the students.
Instructors found that they could teach the children
to operate calculators and at the same time they could provide
graphic visual demonstrations of each step included in the
fundamental operations.

The professional staff involved in

the experiment was convinced that the interest of the children
in arithm~tic had been heightened, that their work pace had
quickened, and that their grades had improved.
Addo, Ltd, Experiment
In 1963, Addo, Ltd. organized a project to provide
calculators to 170 Britis h schools,

After compiling the

results of the project, Dr, E. Kerr, head of the department
of mathematics at Salford Royal Colle ge of Advanced Technology, determined that the use of calculating machines
quickened the learning of mathematics by the students.

He

further concluded that the students gained a more practical

.,

~

understanding of the structure of numbers if a calculating
machine was used in the learning process. 4
Teachers from the schools in the experiment expressed
cautious approval for the use of calculating machines.

On

the other hand, Dr. Kerr reco mmended that a calculator be
suppli~d each student em;-olled tn an advanced mathematics
course, if not to all students of mathematics.
4
.
. "Nore than a Novelty; Calculators for All," Times
Educational Supplement, 2488:140, January 25, 1963.

9

In 1966, Dr. Kerr again argued the case for desk
calculators in the schools.

At a Scottish conference, he

stated that calculators would free students from the drudgery
of complicated computation and permit them time to concentrate on the . mathematical principle~ involved in these
· computations.

Dr. _Kerr argued that, since research, industry,.

and commerce were using new tools in calculation, education
must examine their potential value .
. "Children are no longer to be used as human computers."5

Learning should be mechanized whenever possible

so the human mind can be freed to concentrate on acts of
judgment.

Dr. Kerr further stated that the inability to

operate the number system by traditional methods could hinder
mathematical thinking.

An obsession with the risk of failure

in computation has kept some students from making intelligent
· judgments , and they lost confidence in themselves and their
ability to be mathematicians.

The use of calculators may

give students an opportunity to extend their mathematical
knowledge by releasing them from time-consuming computation •
.•

Machines Recommended for Bookkeeping Classes
In 1969, Robert Briggs , _a business educator,
recommended the use of calculators in bookkeeping and
accounting classes. _Research conducted by_Briggs pointed to
the availability of calculating machines in business offices

.--..·.:·.. ·.·: .5 .Take

the 'Drudgery ' out of IVIa ths ," Times
Supplement , 2672:293, August 5, 1966.
11

Ed~-~-~ti·~-~~-i

10

for employees responsible for even minirral computational
work.

Therefore, he concluded that it seemed reasonable

that bookkeeping and accounting teachers should utilize
machinery that largely eliminated a negative and undesirable
aspect of their course--manual computation.
The researcher further stated that a machine used
improperly or insufficiently could not serve as an aid in
mathematical computations, therefore, instruction in correct
machine operation was necessary,

He recommended that only a

narrow range of operating processes should be taught in the
bookkeeping and accounting classes, with reliance upon .
continuous application of bookkeeping exercises throughout
the course to strengthen and to extend student capacities,
He suggested that the students should be given a brief, but
planned, period of practice on the machines and that printed
directions with accompanying problems should be made available
to the students,
Briggs further recommended that machine acquaintanceship activity be programmed as early as possible into the
·'

bookkeeping and accounting course for maximum utilization.
Also, he stressed that it was very important that the teacher
realize introductory machine work was a part of his normal
teaching function and that the students needed direction and
attention until the process was completed,
In conclusion, Briggs stated that the modern desk
calculators had potential value as a motivational force in
the study of bookkeeping and accounting.

Studies show that

11
the basic arithmetic processes--addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division--were performed more rapidly
and ~ccurately on machines than by traditional methods.
Thus, machines saved the student time, freed him from the
drudgery of manual computations, and gave him an appreciation
of office machinery and office procedures. 6
New York Study
As early as 1928, the High School of Commerce, New
York City, conducted an experiment using calculating nachines
in reviewing business arithmetic.

The objective of this

study was to raise the level of efficiency of graduating
seniors in business calculations.

Forty of the Monroe Cal-

culating Machine Company's "Educator" calculators were used
in the experiment. 7
~he technique of operating the machines to perform
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division was
mastered in ten periods,

Following a short period of group

instruction in machine operation, the students practiced
individually under the guidance of the teacher.
Interest in performing the fundamental operations
rapidly and .accurately was stimulated by th~ availability
of machines.

After a few weeks of practice, the speed with

.. - ... . 6Robert .Briggs,. "Off.i.ce I1~chines in the Bookkeeping

Classroom,

1
_'

Business Ed1:1cation Forum, 23:?0-:?, ~1ay , 1969 •

. - - - . · . 7w•· S. Schlauch,- The .Use of .Calculating Machines in ..
Teaching Arithmetic, The Ma.thematics Teacher, 33:35-JB, 1940.
11

11
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which computations were performed was so much greater with
the machines than by pad and pencil that considerably more
problems were solved in a given class period .
The exper iment tended to show that the ability to
sol ve problems calling for analysis was similar for both
groups .

The impr~~ement in computation speed and accuracy ,

o~ _the other hand , was much greater with the use of the
machines than without them .
_ Following the experiment in the High School of
Commerce, the use of machines in teaching arithmetic has
been . tried in a number of schools in the New York area . ·· The
men . conducting those experiments found the machines to be a
strong motivating force because they relieve9 the students
of the drudgery of manual computation.

Also , routine

calculations , necessary after ana l ysis of the problem, were
per formed so quickly with the machines that more detailed
analysis co~ld be made than by the pad-and-pencil method .

J

Furthermore , the use of machines made mathematical
c omputations easier for the students . 8
San Francisco Study
Three schools in the San Francisco area were used in
ary _e)q)eriment conducted _by Francis Grant Ma.rsh _fqr _his
dq9toral thesis entitled :

•~An Experi meyntal Study of the

Facilitation and
Interference
Effects
of Calculating
Ma.chines
.
-.
. .
- -- - .
upon Arithmetic Skills ,"
8 ..

Ibid . , p . 37 .

An experimental group , who used

lJ
the mac::hines, and a control group, who used the traditional
method, we~e selected from each of the three schools.

Tests

were administered to ascertain the mental and arithmetic
abilities of these students.

The groups were equated on the

basis of mental age, arithmetic ability, sex, and grade level,
The _final comparisons were made between nearly equal groups
of JS boys _and J6 girls.
Drr Marsh concluded that substantial and almost

equal gains . were made in arithmetic ability by the experimental group and the control group,

However , the study

showed that the greater gain in ability to compute was made
by the group using machines.9
Fiedler Study
Students enrolled in Analytic Geometry and Calculus I
during the 1967-?8 spring semester at Black ~awk College,
Moline~ Illinois, participated in a study to determine
whether students develop a better understanding of mathematical . concepts by preparing computer programs for problems

.,

involving those concepts than they would by traditional
home·work assignments. . One of the groups wrote computer
progra~s in FO~TRAN _IV.
s _o lye pr<;>blems,

The other group solved homework problems

manually,

9

Ibid., p. JS.

·-·

This allowed a digit~l c9mputer to

-
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The results showed no statistically significant
differences in group achievement.

Thus, this study indicated

that students learn mathematical concepts just as well by
utilizing computer programming as they do by solving problems
assigned as homework in the usual manner.IO
Summary of Related Literature
The studies reviewed indicated that machines incorporated into other classes usually have a positive effect on
the subject matter being studied.

The use of calculating
'

machines in teaching business arithmetic seems to be justifiable.

The machines lend speedr accuracy, and confidence

in computation, as well as stimulation of an interest in
problem-solving.

,,

10Leigh Allan Fiedler, "A Comparison of Achievement
Resulting From Learning Mathematical Concepts By Computer
Pr.o.gramming Versus Class Assignment Approach," Dissertation
Abstracts, 29:3910-A, May, 1969,

Chapter J
PROCEDURES
COLLECTING THE DATA
Two sections of an experimental class integrating
the instruction of business arithmetic and clerical office
machines were introduced into the curriculum at Morehead
State University during the 1970 spring semester ,

Prior to

the introduction of the experimental class , the author worked
with the instructor of the class in preparing teaching
materials ,

Simple, step-by- step directions (see Appendix A)

for the operation of the various calculating machines were
prepared ,

The instruction sheets described , in detail , the

.s·undry_ machine operations needed to perform the four fundamental mathematical functions:
multiplication, and division .

addition, subtraction,
Use of these step- by-step

directions enabled the students to master the fu ndamental
operation of each of the calculating machines ,

Mathematical

problems involving the four processes were also developed
fo r use by the students .

The instructor of the two sections

of the traditional business arithmetic class prepared teachi ng
materials to correspond with the outli ne of the t raditional
t extbook used in previous semesters ,
A pretest (see Appendix B) including a sampling of
all mathematical functions to be studied during the first

15
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nine weeks of the semester was prepared by the author.

The

pretest was administered to the control group and to the
experimental group during the first class period .

A post

test (see Appendix C) comparable in length, subject matter ,
and difficulty was given at the end of the nine-week period .
The difference between the two test scores was used in the
computation of a z-test, the statistical formula used in the
study,

Based upon the recommenda tion of experts in the field

of statistics , the z-test was used to determine if there was
a significant difference betwe en the control group and the
experimental group, because , given a population with any
distribution, then the distribution of means of samples of
size "n" tend toward the normal distribution.
CHO OS H IG THE SAMPLE

Although advisors encouraged those students who had
taken neither of the two coursen to enroll in the combination
class, students were not required to do so,

Student enroll-

ment for both the experimental and the control group was
~

optional,

Therefore, no controls as to ability level or

student classification were made,

The experimental group

was comprised of 19 of the students in the combination class
and the control group was comprised of 46 of the students in
the traditional class,
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COMPUTATION OF THE z-TEST
The formula used to compute the z-test is as
follows:
z =

.v

s2

s2

N1

N2

1 + 2

In this formula, x1 referred to the mean of the experimental
group and x2 referred to the mean of the control group .

N
1
refe rred to the number of students in the exper imental group
and

N2

referred to the number of students in the control

group.

The s

2

.

referred to the variance.

The following

formula was used to determine the value of s 2 and s 2 :
2
1
2
=
:£.X2
s
(1 or 2)
- (£X)2
N - 1

The level of significance was

r'1

.05.

CLASS PROCEDURES ON A WEEKLY BASIS
First Week of the Exuerimental Grouu
The instructor of the experimental group administered
.,

a pretest prepared by the author during the first class
meeting.

She also explained the experiment and the role of

the students in the study,

Directions pertaining to the use

of the job description sheets and the fundamental refresher
problems were given during the firs t week,

The last two days

of the first week were used by the students in learning to
work on the various machines .

The students, using the

18
simplified job description sheets and the basic arithmetic
problems, learned to operate the machines.

As each student

completed the basic operations on the machine, he completed
a test designed for that ma.chine .

The test for each machine

consisted of seventeen problems, and the students had ten
: minutes in which to comple te the test.

After a student

passed the . test on a particular machine, he progressed to
another type of calculating machine.
Second Week of the Experimental Group
During the second week of classes, the students continued to work on the machines and were given _a test on each
machine as they learned to operate it.

Short, oral speed

drills were also given by the instructor during the week.
The students' tests were graded daily and the students were
given a list of the problems they missed on each test in
order that they might rework them.

The tests were designed

as a learning d~vice for the students.

At the end of the

first two weeks, one student had acquired a skill on ten
machines, another student had acquired a skill on nine
machines, and four students could operate eight different
machines.

The number of machines which the r emainder of the

group could operate ranged from thre e to seven machines.
Third Week of the Experimental Group
···- During .th~ third week of .. clas~es,. $tudents .in the
~~periment~l group _continued _tQ work _o~ basic machine
operations. -By the end of this -period, the studentg could
operate all calculating machines .

19
Fourth Week of the Experimental Group
A comprehensive test on basic machine operations was
administered.

The students also reviewed the use of fractions

and decimals in mathematica l computations.
Fifth Week of the Experimental Groun
During the fifth week, the·students continued to
r eview decimals and were instructed in programming the machines
for decimal computations.

Job instruction sheets dealing

with the programming of each machine for decimals in addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division were distributed by
the instructor.
Sixth Week of the Experime nta l Group
During the sixth week, Mr. Rasmussen and Mr . Holmes
of South-Western Publishing Company interviewed the students
concerning student reaction to the experiment.

The students

also gave short oral reports on the types of machines and
business forms used in Eastern Kentucky and the types of
problems encountered by office worke rs.

A comprehensive

decimal test was administe red during this week.
Seventh Week of the Exnerimental Groun
During the seventh week of classes, students began to
study the theory and application of percentages using the
calculating machines for computations,

A test on percentages

was administered at the end of this training pe riod .
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Eighth Week of the Experimental Group
During the eighth week, the students began working
on problems concerning the distribution of goods.

The stu-

dents were given a list of terms used in connection with
buying and selling and were required to know these terms as
· well as their definitions.

Discounting invoices for goods

was also discussed.
Ninth Week of the Experimental Group
. During the ninth week of the experiment, students
continued to work with problems concerning buying and selling
of goods.

Students also worked with office applications

connected with payroll and were introduced to the methods of
calculating interest on notes.

The post test prepared by the

author was administered on the final day of the experiment.
First Week of the Control Group
The instructor of the control group also administered
the pretest prepared by the author during the first class
period .
_,

The instructor discussed the content of the course

and explained the importance of the material for a business-

..

oriented student.

The basic fundamentals of mathematics

were reyiewed during the first week,

The students were intro-

duced to mental .addition and subtraction . and to _the various
shortcuts developed for fast mental computation,
Second Week of the Control Group .
· During the second week, .. the _instructor continued with
the review of fundamentals and the use of mental calculation
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for multiplication and division.

A test on the basic

fundamentals was given to determine the computat~on ability
of the studentsr

The students studied fractions, working

with proper and improper fractions,. mixed numbers, and
addition and subtraction of fractions.
Third Week of the Control Group
During the third week of classes, the control group
studied multiplication and .division of fractions and mixed
numbers.

The students also studied the use of decimals in

mathematical computations.

A test designed to measure knowl-

edges . of fractions and decimals was administered by the
instructor.
Fourth Week of the Control Group
During the fourth week, the students studied the use
.of percentages applicable to the world of business.

The

students were instructed in the conversion of decimal amounts
to percentages and in the use of formulas to do this.
Fifth Week of the Control Groun
.•

The students continued to study the use of percent- .
ages in business transactions.

At the end of the fifth week,

a test on percentages was administered.
Sixth Week of the Control Group
During the . sixth week, . the . con_trol group __ studied . ~he
distribution
, . . They .. studied- . trade
and cash discounts,
..
. of . goods
.
.
.
partial payments , and anticipation of payment.
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Seventh Week of the Control Group
A test dealing with the buying of goods was
administered during the seventh week.

The students also

studied methods for computing percentages of markup based on
cost and selling price of goods .
Eighth Week of the Control Group

.

The students continued to work with problems dealing
with the buying and selling of goods .

A test pertaining to

selling goods was administered.
Ninth Week of the Control Group
During the final week of the experiment, students
reviewed the application of percentages.

They were also

introduced to the methods of calculating interest on notes .
The post test prepared by the author was administered on the
final day of the experiment.

Chapter 4
FINDINGS

The primary purpose of this experiment was to
determine if there was a significa~t difference in the
mathematical competence of students who studied business
arithmetic with the aid of clerical office machines as
compared to those students who studied business arithmetic
in a traditional course where computations were performed
manually.

The similarity between the content of the

traditional business arithmetic course and the traditional
clerical office machines course indicated the possibility
of incorporating the two courses, thus saving student time
in obtaining more efficient training for office occupations.
The experiment was conducted during the 1970 spring
semester at Morehead State University and utilized students
enrolled in business arithmetic for the first time who had
not previously been enrolled in an advanced mathematics

,,

course.

The students were divided into two groups.

The

control group consisted of 46 students who studied business
arithmetic in the traditional manner.

The experimental

group consisted of 19 students who studied business
arithmetic __incorporated with clerical office machines.
A pretest i~cluding a sampling of . all mathematical
functions in business arithmetic to be studie_d during __the .
first nine weeks of the spring semester was .administered to
23
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both groups during the first class meeting.

At the end of

the nine-week period, a post test comparable to the pretest
in length and difficulty was administered to the students.
The scores. are presented in Appendix D.

The amount of

student improvement from the pretest to the post test was
used to co~pute a ~-test to determ~ne the significant
differ~nce, if any, between the mathematical competence of
the two gr<;mps.

The results of the experiment are presented

in Table I, below,
TABLE I
ANALYSIS OF STUDENT TEST SCORES
..

N

MEAN

Control Group

46

13.74

Experimental Group

19

18.0.5

VARIANCE

z-TEST

4.5.44
1.80
90 • .50

Table I shows that the mean improvement of the
control group was 13.74.

.,

The experimental group had a mean

improvement of 18.05. The variance obtained by using the
2
2
2
formula s ( 1 or 2) = ~X ..-. (~X) . for the control group

7r

N- 1

was _4.5.44 _and for the experimental group _was 90 • .50.·
z-test result was 1.80 based on the formula

z=

The critical region for the statistical "z" for a

The·
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significance l~vel o~ .05 is /z/~1.96,

Thus, because the

value obtained, ~.80, is less than 1,96, the null hypothesis
must be retained.

That is, there was no significant

difference in the mathematical competence at the end of
nine weeks between the students in either group .
_. The data obtained in this experiment indicated that,
although the mean score for the experiz:nental group was
greater _than that of the control group, the difference was
not _great enough for statistical significance.

Students

enrolled in a traditional business arithmetic course and
students enrolled in a course combining business ari thme·tic
w.ith clerical office machines tended to achieve equally well,

"

Chapter 5
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUMMARY

This experiment was conducted to determine if there
was a significant difference in the mathematical competence
of students who studied business arithmetic with the aid of
clerical office machines as compared with those students who
studied business arithmetic in a traditional course where
computations were performed manually.

The students involved

in the study were divided into two groups.

The control

group consisted of 46 students and the experimental group
consisted of 19 students.

The control group studied business

arithmetic in the traditional manner and the experimental
group studied business arithmetic incorporated with clerical
office machines.
Two tests comparable in length and difficulty were
administered to the two groups.

The pretest was admin-

istered during the first class meeting of the 1970 spring
semester and the post test was given at the end of the
first nine weeks of the semester.

The improvement in the

students' scores from the pretest to the post test was used
~o compute _the statistical z-test to determine . if there was
a si~tficant difference in the mathematical competence of
the groups.
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The results of the study showed no statistically
significant difference in group achievement.

Therefore,

this study indicated that the improvement in mathematical
competence of students who studied business arithmetic
integrated with office machine instruction was not
: significantly different than the improvement of students who
studied business arithmetic by the traditional method.
RECOMIVIENDATIONS

Based on the results of the experiment to determine
if there was a significant difference in the mathematical
competence of those students who studied business arithmetic
with the aid of clerical office ma.chines as compared to those
students who studied business arithmetic in the traditional
course, the following recomme ndations were made:
1.

It is recommended that further studies be
conducted utilizing a longer period of time
elapse between the pretest and the post test.

2.

It is recommended that further studies be
conducted utilizing a larger population and a
variety of universities and colleges.

J.

It is recommended that a study be made to
determine the competence of students on the _
machines in a combination course as compared
with . machine competence in a separate class.

4.

It is :further reconiniended __ that a si;udy_._ be made
to determine the feasibitity of incorporating
clerical office machines and business arithmetic
on the high school level.
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OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
FRIDEN ROTARY CALCULATOR
MODEL STW10
: Place the machine to your right, angled toward your body,
(If left handed, reverse)
The extreme right column on the keyboard is the UNITS
column, the second column is the TENS column, and the
third column is the HUNDREDS column, etc.
A zero is entered automatically when no number 1.s depressed
in the column,
BASIC OPERATIONS
Addition
Sample Problem,
1.

2.

6.
7.

8,

9.

,,

.J

10.
11.
12.

23 + 44 + 78 +

55

+ 88 + 46 + 99 = 433

Clear machine by depressing CARR CLEAR and KEYBOARD CLEAR
keys,
Shift carriage to extreme left by depressing the left
carriage shift key ( ~ ) .
The ADD key should be in the down position,
The CTR CON lever should be up;
Depress the 2 in the tens column and the 3 in the units
column at the extreme right of the keyboard. They may
be depressed simultaneously,
Depress the plus (+) bar,
Depress 44 on the keyboard in the same manner,
Depress the+ bar,
Continue this process for the remaining numbers .
Each time a number is entered, a 11 running 11 total will
appear in the long (top) dial,
The final answer, 433, will register in the long dial,
The short dial (middle) will register the number of items
entered,

Subtraction
Sample Problem1
1.
2.

3.

87 - 35

=

52

Clear machine as for additi.on.
Shift carriage to extreme left by depressing left carriage
shift key,
The ADD key should be in the down posi.tion.
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Friden Rotary Calculator Model STW10, continued
4.

5,

6.
7,
8,

Depress 87 at the extreme right of the keyboard.
Depress the+ bar,
Depress 35 at the extreme right of the keyboard,
Depress the subtract (-) bar.
The answer or difference will appear in the long ( top)
dial,

Subtraction with~ Credit Balance
Sample Problem1
1.

2.

i:

5.

6,

7.

8,

9.

368 - 712 = 344 Credit

Clear machine as for addition.
Shift carriage to extreme left,
The ADD key in down position,
Depress 368 at extreme right of keyboa rd.
Depress the+ bar,
Depress 712 at extreme ri ght of keyboard,
Depre s s the subtract (-) bar,
The long dial will s how 656 preceded by a series of 9's.
To obtain credit answers
a. Depress 656 on keyboard,
b, Depress all the 9's to the left of 656 ,
c. Move ADD key up.
d. Depress subtra ct (-) bar once.
e, The cr edit answer will appear in the top dial at
extreme right,
·
f, When recording credit ans wer, write 344 Credit or
-344 or (344).

Multiplica tion
Sample Problems
1.
2.

3,

4.
5.
6,

7.

8.

846 x 35 = 29,610

Clear machine.
Shift carriage to extreme left,
The ADD key in down position.
Depress 846 at extreme right of keyboard,
Enter 35 (first the 3 and then the 5) by depressing
multiplier ke ys at left of machine,
Depress MULT key,
The answer, 29,610, will register in long (top) dial,
Multiplier will registe r in lower dial .

.•
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Friden Rotary Calculator Model STW10, continued
Multiple Factor Multiplication
Sample Problem1
1.

2.

i:
5.

6.

7.

8,

9.

10.
11.

18 x 25 x 43

=

19,350

Clear machine,
Shift carriage to extreme left,
Enter 18 on keyboard at extreme right,
Enter 25 in the multiplier keys,
Answer, 450, will appear in the long dial.
Return carriage to extreme left.
Clear keyboard,
Depress 450 at extreme right of keyboard,
Clear upper and middle dials.
Enter 43 in multiplier keys,
Answer, 19,350, will register in long dial,

Accumulative Multiplication
Sample Problem,

217 x
227

X

846
606

X
X

32
54
913
__11.__

836 ,Ij:'4~
1.
2.
3,
4.

5.

6,
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13,

Clear machine,
Depress 217 on keyboard.
Depress 32 in automatic multiplier keys,
Depress ACCUM MULT key,
The upper (long) dial will register 6944.
Clear keyboard and lower dial ONLY.
Depress 227 on keyboard.
Depress 54 in multiplier keys,
Depress ACCUM MULT key,
The upper (long) dial will register 19202.
Clear the keyboard and lower dials ONLY.
Repeat this process for each of the remaining sets of
·numbers.
The answer, 836,444, will appear in the upper dial,

Negative Multiplication
Sample Problem,
1.

2.

(365 x 154) - (1325 x 32) = 13,810

Clear ma.chine.
Depress 365 on extreme right of keyboard,

J6

Friden Rotary Calculator .Model STW10, continued
Depress 154 in multiplier keys,
Depress MULT key.
The product, 56,210, will appear in top (long) dial.
Depress 1325 at extreme right of keyboard,
Depress 32 in multiplier keys,
Depress N.EG MULT key.
The product, 13,810, will appear in long dial,
Division
Sample Problem,
1.
2.

i:5.
6.
7,
8.
9.

..

8900

~

20 = 445

Clear machine,
Shift carriage to extreme left,
Depress dividend, 8900, at extreme right of keyboard,
Depress plus (+) bar,
Clear lower (short) dial by moving lower dial lock to
right,
Depress divisor, 20, at extreme right of keyboard.
Line up first number of divisor with first number of
dividend,
Depress both division keys.
Quotient, 445, appears in lower (short) dial.
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OPERATION I NSTRUCTIONS
MARCHANT PRINTING CALCULATOR
MODEL SCM 316
Place the ma.chine to your right, angled toward your body,
(If left handed, reverse)
· Operate the machine by the touch method.
The ma.chine holds twelve columns and prints a thirteencolumn total,
Keep TRANSFER key depressed unless directed otherwise,
BASIC OPERATIONS
Addition
Sample P1~blem1
1.
2,

3,

4.
5,
6,

7.

8,
9,

23 + 44 + 525 + 64 + 79

= 735

Depress TOTAL key to clear the machine , A "T" will
appear on tape.
Set decimal control at 0,
Using touch system, with index, middle, and ring finger
being used to depress numbers, depress the 2 and then
the J.
Depress the+ key, The number 23+ will appear on tape,
Depre ss 4, 4 in succession,
Depress the+ key, The number 44+ will appear on tape.
Follow this procedure for the remaining numbers.
After all addends are entered, depress the TOTAL key,
The answer, 735 T, will appear on the tape,

Subtraction
Sample Problems
1,

2.

l:
5.

6,

7,
8,
9,

456 - 321 = 135

Clear machine by depressing TOTAL key, AT will appear
on tape,
Set decimal control at 0,
Depress 456, using touch method,
Depress+ key, The number 456+ will print on tape,
Depress 321 on keyboard,
Depress the subtract(-) key,
The number 321 in RED will appear on tape,
Depress the TOTAL key,
The answer, 135 T, will print on the tape,
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Marchant Printing Calculator , Model SCM 316, continued
Subtraction with~ Credit Balance
Sample Problems

4700 - 9865 = 5165

Use the same procedure f ollowed in simple subtraction. The
answer, 5165 T , will print on the tape in RED , indicating a
credit amount~
·
When recording a credit amount on paper , write the word
CREDIT after the amount, or pl ace a - sign before the amount,
or enclose the amount in parenthesis.
Multiplicat ion
Sample Problem s
1.

2.

l:
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1 234 x 12 = 14,808

Clear machine by depressing TOTAL key .
Decimal control at 0 ,
Depress 1234 on keyboard,
Depress X key, The number 1234X will appear on the tape,
Depres s 12 on keyboard,
Depress the Equal (=) key ,
The number 12= prints on the tape ,
Mul tiplication is performed automatically,
The product , 14,80 8T , prints on the tape,·

Multiple Factor Multiplication
Sample Problem1
1•
2.

l:

5,
6.

?.

8.

9.
10.
11.

15 x 125 x 26 = 48 , 750

Clear machine by depressing TOTAL key .
Set decimal control at 0,
Enter 15 on keyboard .
Depress X key.
Enter 1 25 on keyboard ,
Depress = key .
Depress X key (no reentry required),
Enter 26 on keyboard.
Depress= key ,
Depress TOTAL key.
The answer, 4~,750T, 1s printed on the tape,
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Marchant Printing Calculator, Model SCM .316, continued
Accumulative Multiplication
Sample Problems

324 x .398
29 X 118
473 X 409
92 X 88
1 7 X 219
07,730

4

1.
2,

a:

.5 .

6.

7,
8,

9.

10,
11.

12.
13.
14.
1.5.
16,
1 7.
18,
19.
20,

Clear machine by depressing TOTAL key,
Set decimal control at 0,
Enter 324 on keyboard,
Depress X key,
Enter 398 on keyboard,
Depress= key,
Depress + bar,
Enter 29 on keyboard and depress X key,
Enter 118 on keyboard and depress= key,
Depress+ key,
Enter 473 on keyboard and depress X key,
Enter 409 on keyboa rd and depress= key,
Depress+ key,
Depress 92 on keyboard and depress X key,
Enter 88 on keyboard and depress= key,
Depress+ key,
Enter .337 on keyboard and depress X key,.
Enter 219 on keyboard and depress= key,
Depress+ key,
Depress TOTAL key, Answer, 407,730, will print on tape,

Negative Multiplication
Sample Problem,
1,
2,
3,
4,
.5.
6,

7.

8,
9,
10,
11.

(36.5 x 154) - (132.5 x 32) = 13,810

Clear machine by depressing TOTAL key,
Set decimal control at 0,
Enter 36.5 on keyboard.
Depress X key,
Enter 154 on keyboard.
Depress= key,
Depress plus (+) key,
EntE"r 1J25 on keyboard.
Depress X key,
Enter 32 on keyboard,
Depress= key,
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Marchant Printing Calculator, Model SCM J16, continued
Negative Multiplication, continued
12.
. lJ,
· 14.

Depress subtract(-) key •
Depress TOTAL key.
The answer, lJ,810, appears on tape •

.

Division
Sample Problem,
1.
2.
J.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

,

6055

~

42 = 144 R?

Clear machine by depressing TOTAL key.
Set decimal control at o.
Depress dividend, 6055, on keyboard.
Depress Enter Dividend key (DIVD ~); 6055: prints on
tape.
Depress divisor, 42, on keyboard,
Depress= key; 42= prints on tape.
Division is performed automatically.
Tape reads:
7# (remainder)
144T (quotient)
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OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
BURROUGHS TEN-KEY ADDING MACHINE
Operate the machine by the touch system.
The keyboard consists of nine keys numbered 1 to 9 and a
key for zero.
BASIC OPERATIONS
Addition
Sample Problem1
1,

2.

3,

4.

5,
6.

7,

8,

9.

12 + 23 + 156 + 235 + 188

=

614

Clear ma.chine by depressing the total (TOT) key,
When clear, the symbol 00* prints on the tape,
Depress the 1 and 2 consecutively to enter 12 on the
keyboard.
Depress the plus (+) bar,
Enter 23 on the keyboa rd.
Depress the plus (+) oor.
Repeat this process for the remaining numbers.
Total by depressing the total (TOT) key,
The answer, 614*, will print on the tape,

Subtraction
Sample Problem1
1.
2.

i:
5.

6.
?,

365 - 210

= 155

Clear machine by depressing the total (TOT) key,
Enter 365 on the keyboard.
Depress the plus (+) bar,
Enter 210 on the keyboard,
Depress the subtract(-) bar,
Total by depressing the total (TOT) key,
The answer, 155*, prints on the tape,

Subtraction with a Credit Balance
Sample Problem:
1.

2.

3.

4,

5.

219 - 355 =

Clear the ma.chine.
Enter 219 on keyboard,
Depress the+ bar.
Enter 355 on the keyboard,
Depress the - bar,

·-·

136 Credit
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Burroughs Ten-Key Adding Machine, continued
Subtraction with~ Credit Balance, continued

6.
7,
8.

Total by depressing the TOT key.
The credit answer, 136, prints in red on the tape.
When recording a credit amount, write 136 Credit, or
-136, or (136).

Multiplication
Sample Problem,
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Clear machine by depressing TOT key,
Enter 4 on the keyboard.
Depress the multiplication key (X) until 4 prints
3 times.
Clear the keyboard by depressing the Clear (E) key,
Total by depressing the TOT key ,
The answer, 12, prints on the tape.
Sample Problem,

1.

2.
3,

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

4 x 3 = 12

376 x 254

=

95,504

Clear machine by depressing TOT ke y,
Enter 376 on keyboard.
Depress the X key until 376 prints 4 times (4 is the
last number in the multiplier).
Depress the zero.
Depress the X key until 3760 prints 5 times (5 is the
'n ext number, moving to the left, in the multiplier),
Depress the zero.
Depress the X key until 37600 prints 2 times (the next
number in the multiplie r).
Depress the clear (E) key to clear the keyboard,
Total by depressing TOT key,
The answer, 95,504, prints on the tape,

Multiple Factor Multiplication
Sample Problems
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

15 x 25 x 43 = 16,125

Clea,r machine by depressing TOT key.
Multiply 1.5 x 25 as in simple multiplication,
Depress TOT key,
Enter the product, 375, on the keyboard.
Multiply by 43 as in simple multiplication,
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Burroughs Ten-Key Adding Machiner continued
Multiple Factor Multiplication, continued

· 6.
7.
• 8,

Clear the keyboard by depressing E key,
Total by depressing TOT key,
The answer, 16,125, prints on the tape.

Accumulative Multiplication
Sample Problem,
1•
2.

5,
6.
7.

(12 x 35) + (16 x 25) = 820

Clear machine by depressing TOT key,
Enter 12 on keyboard and multiply by 35 as in simple
multiplication.
Clear the keyboard by depressing the E key,
Enter 16 on the keyboard and multiply by 25 as in
simple multiplication,
Clear the keyboard by depressing the E key,
Total by depressing TOT key,
The answer, 820, prints on the tape.

Negative Multiplication
Sample Problem,
1'
2.

·,:
5,
6,

.•

7,
8.

9.

10.
11.

(12 x 35) - (16 x 25) = 20

Clear machine by depressing TOT key.
Enter 12 on keyboard.
Multiply by 35 as in simple multiplication,
Clear the keyboa rd by depressing E key,
Enter 16 on keyboard,
Depress the X key and the - key simultaneously until the
16 prints 5 times (for the 5 in the multiplier).
Depress a zero .
Depress the X key and the - key simultaneously until 160
prints 2 times (for the 2 in the multiplier).
Clear the keyboard by depressing E key,
Total by depressing TOT key ,
The answer, 20, prints on the tape,

Div·ision
Division may be performed on the ten-key adding machine
by using a reciprocal of the divisor. The dividend is multiplied by the reciprocal.

1,
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Burroughs Ten-Key Adding Machine, continued
Division, continued
. 2. To obtain the reciprocal of the divisor, divide the
divisor into the number 1. This will necessitate the use
of decimals and will be discussed later.

J. A reciprocal table is attached. for numbers up to and
including 1000.
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OPERATION INSTRUCTION
BURROUGHS FULL-KEY ADDING MACHINE
Operate machine with it placed to your right, with working
papers placed in front of you or slightly to the left.
The keyboard consists of rows of keys numbered 1 to 9. A
zero is entered automatically when. no number is depressed
in a column.
Beginning at the extreme right of the keyboard, the . first
vertical row of numbers is units, the second tens, the
third hundreds, etc.
The four fingers of the right hand are usually used to enter
numbers on the keyboard. Usually the index finger is used
if only one number entered, the index and middle finger for
two numbers, etc.
The keyboard may be cleared by depressing E key.
BASIC OPERATIONS
Addition
Sample Problem:
1.
2.

·3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

12 + 23 + 156 + 235 + 188 = 614

Clear ma.chine by depressing the total TOT bar.
Tape shows*.
Depress the 12 by entering the 1 in the tens column and
the 2 in the units column,
Depress plus (+) bar.
Enter the remaining addends in the same manner.
After entering the final addend, depress the TOTAL bar.
The answer, 614, prints on the tape followed by*

Subtraction
Sample Problem:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

578 - 256

= 322

Clear machine by depressing the total bar; TOT.
Enter 578 at extreme right of keyboard.
Depress the+ bar.
Enter 256 at extreme right of keyboard.
Depress the subtract(-) bar,

·-·
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Burroughs Full-Key Adding Machine, continued
Subtraction, continued

6.
7.

Depress TOTAL bar.
The answer, 322, prints on the tape followed by*

Subtraction with~ Credit Balance .
Sample Problem,
1.
2.

~:5.
6.
7.

8,

256 - 578 = 322 Credit

Clear ma.chine by depressing the TOT bar.
Enter 256 at extreme right of keyboard,
Depress the+ bar,
Enter 578 at extreme right of keyboard,
Depres s - bar.
Depress TOT bar.
The answer, 322-*, prints on tape in red.
When recording a credit answer, write 322 Credit, or
-322, or (322),

Multiplication
Sample Problem,
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

94 x 54

=

5076

Depress TOT bar to clear machine.
.
Enter 94 at extreme right of keyboa rd,
Depress X key until 94 prints 4 times (for the 4 in
multiplier).
Enter 94 on keyboard. a gain, moving one digit to left.
Depress X key until 940 prints 5 times (for the 5 in
multiplier).
Depress TOT key.
The answer, 5076, prints on tape followed by*

Multiple Factor Multiplication
Sample Problems

3 x 3 x 4

=

36

Clear machine by depressing TOT bar.
Enter 3 at extreme right of keyboard.
Depress X key until 3 prints 3 times (3 x 3).
Depress TOT key,
Enter the product, 9, on keyboard at extreme right.
Depress X key until 9 prints 4 times.

Burroughs Full-Key Adding Machine, continued
Multiple Factor Multiplication, continued

· 7.

8.

Depress TOT key.
The answer, 36, prints on tape followed by*

Accumulative Multiplication
Sample Problem:

6 x 3
26 X 45

5

21 X

1293
1.
2,

l:

5.
6!

?.

8~

9.

10,

11.

Depress TOT bar to clear machine,
Enter 6 on keyboard at extreme right,
Depress X key until 6 prints J times (6 x J).
Enter 26 on keyboard at extreme ri ght.
Depre ss X key until 26 prints 5 times.
Enter 26 on keyboard again, moving one digit to the
left.
Depress X ke y until 260 prints 4 times.
Enter 21 on keyboard.
Depress X key until 21 prints 5 times.
Depress TOT bar,
The answer, 1293, prints on tape, followed by*

Negative Multiplication
Sample Problem:

(4 x 4) -

(2 x 2) = 12

Clear ma.chine by depressing TOT key,
Enter 4 on keyboard at extreme right,
Depress X key until 4 prints 4 times (4 x 4).
Enter 2 on keyboa rd at extreme right.
5. Depress X key and - key SIMULTANEOUSLY until 2 prints
2 times.
6. · Depress TOT key.
7. The tape will read:

1.
2,

l:

.04
.04
. 04
. 04

.02- ( red)
.02- (red)
.12*
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Burroughs Full-Key Adding Machine, continued
Division - Subtraction Me thod
Sample Problems
1•
2.

2:
5.

6,

Enter 14 on keyboard at extreme right, after clearing
keyboard,
Depress+ bar.
Enter 2 on keyboard at extreme right.
Depress - bar and X key simultaneously and subtract the
2 as many times as it takes to reduce the 14 to zero.
It is necessary to ESTIMATE when performing division by
this method.
Count the number of times you subtracted 2.
Your answer, 7, will be the numbe r of operations required
to reduce 14 to zero,
Sample Problems

1.

2.

J.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
1 O.
11.

14 - 2 = 7

122 - 11 = 11 R1

Enter 122 on keyboard at extreme right after clearing
keyboard,
Depress + bar.
Enter 11 on the keyboard so that 11 will fall in the
hundreds and tens columns where the 12 did in 122.
Depress the - bar one time.
Sub-total.
Enter 11 on the keyboard in the tens and units columns.
Depress the - bar one time.
Sub-total.
A remainder of 1 will show in the units column.
TOTAL.
The tape will reads 122
110- ( red)
1 operation
10
12
11- ( red)
1 operation
-1
01
01*

Sample Problems
1•
2.

2:
5.

3987 - 9

11

Remainder 1
=

443

Depress TOT key to clear keyboard.
Enter 2987 on keyboard at extreme r1ght.
Depress+ key.
Enter 9 on keyboard 1n hundreds column,
Depress the - key and X key SIMULTANEOUSLY 4 times.

·-·

Burroughs Full-Key Adding Machine, continued
Division, continued

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11:
12,

13.
14.

Sub-total.
Enter 9 on keyboard in tens column.
Depress the - key and X key SIMULTANEOUSLY 4 times.
Sub-total,
·
Enter 9 on keyboard in units column.
Depress the - key and X key SIMULTANEOUSLY 3 times,
Sub-total.
There is no remainder, TOTAL.
The tape will reads 3987
900- (red)
9009004 operations 400
900387
90- (red)
40
904 operations
909027
9- ( red)
9J operations

9Division - Reciprocal Method
1. Division may be performed on the full-key adding machine
by using a reciprocal of the divisor, The dividend is
multiplied by the reciprocal,

,

2, Obtain the reciprocal by dividing the divisor into the
number 1. This will necessitate the use of decimals and will
be discussed later.

J, A reciprocal table is attached for numbers up to and
including 1000,

·-·
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OPERATIONS INSTRUCTIONS
BURROUGHS KEY-DRIVEN CALCULATOR
Machine should be to your right so t ha t it is at a slant
: with your right arm and in a comfortable operating position.
Place working paper in front of operator.
Machine is activated by depressing
the extreme ri ght of the keyboard,
of numbers is the unit column, the
column, the third row the hundreds

the keys. Beginning at
the first vertical row
se cond row the tens
column, etc.

Addition, subtraction and multiplica tion are worked from
the extreme right of the keyboard. Division is worked
from the extre me left of the keyboard.
Ea.ch key has two numbers on it - a s ma ll and a large.
a. Large numbers are from 1 to 9. Zeros are entered
when no numbe rs are depressed.
b. Small numbers are listed from Oto 8. Do not depress
a number for 9's.

BASIC OPERATIONS
Addition
Sample Problem,

Clear machine by depressing the+ 'bar or clear lever
at the extreme right side of keyboard on the electric
machine, or by the lever on the manual machine forward.
2. Using LARGE numbers, depress the 1 in the units column,
the 2 in the units column, the 1 in the tens column
(for 10), etc., until all addends are entered.
3, ·An automatic running total is registered in the dials,
A sub-total may be obtained at any time after entering
an addend.
4. The answer, 137, will register in the lower dial after
entering the last addend.

1.

·•

1 + 2 + 10 + 11 + 12 + 22 + 21 + 3 +
23 + 32 = 137
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Burroughs Key-Driven Calculator, continued
Subtraction
Sample Problem,
1.
2.

3,

4.

5.

317 - 215

= 102

Clear machine as for addition.
Using LARGE numbers, enter 31 7 on the machine,
Using SMALL numbers, enter the number being subtracted,
215 minus 1, or 214.
Depress the subtraction control key immediately to the
left of the first number in the subtrahend. In this
case, it would be to the left of the 2. On the MANUAL
machine, depress all 9's to left.
The answer, 102, will register in the dials.

Subtraction with£ Credit Balance
Sample Problem:
1,

2.

3,
4,

5.

6,

,.

7.

8,

712 - 875 = 163 Credit

Clear machine as for addition.
Enter 712 in LARGE numbers at extreme right of keyboard.
Enter 875 minus 1 (874) in SMALL numbers on extreme
right of keyboard,
Depress the subtraction control key to the left of the
first digit of the number being subtracted. Depress
9 1 s to left of the subtrahend on the manual machine.
The number 837 preceded by 9 1 s will register in the dials.
To get the credit balance:
a, Hold the 837 minus 1 (836) in small numbers at
extreme right of keyboard.
b, Depress twice.
The credit answer, 163, will register in the dials,
When recording a credit answer, write 163 Cr, or -163
or (163),

Subtraction on the electric machine may also be accomplished
by depressing the subtraction control keys.
Sample Problems
1.
2.

3,

317 - 215 = 102

Clear machine,
Enter 317 at extreme right of keyboard, using LARGE
numbers.
Depress subtraction control key in unit column 5 times
for the 5 in 215,
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Burroughs Key-Driven Calculator, continued
Subtraction, continued

4.
5,

6.

Depress the subtraction control key in the tens column
1 time for the 1 in 215.
Depress the subtraction control key in the hundreds
column 2 times for the 2 in 2t5,
The answer, 102, will register in the dials.

Multiplication
Sample Problem,
1.
2.

i!:
5.
6.

Clear machine.
Hold 312 in LARGE numbers at extreme right of keyboard.
Depress five times for the 5 in the multiplier, 15.
Move to the left one digit and hold 312. The 3 will be
in the thousands column, the 1 in the hundreds column
and the 2 in the tens column.
Depress 1 time for the 1 in the multiplier.
The answer, 4680, will register in the dials.
Sample Problem,

1.
2.

3,

.

4.
5.
6,

7,

3,

320 x 10 = 3200

Clear ma chine .
Hold 320 in large numbers at extreme right side of
machine. There is no zero to depressr therefore, the
units column will have nothing depressed therein,
The three will be held in the hundreds column and the
two in the tens column,
The multiplier is 10, You cannot multiply by the 0,
Move to the left one digit to multiply by the 1. The
3 will be in the thousands column and the 2 in the
hundreds column,
Multiply by the 1 by depressing the 32 one time,
The answer, 3200, will register in the dial,
Sample Problem,

1.
2.

312 x 15 = 4680

1278 x 22 = 28,116

Clear machine,
Hold the 12 with the middle finger and index fin ger of
the left hand, with the 1 in the thousands column and
the 2 in the hundreds column,
Hold the 78 with the right hand, using the index finger
for the 7 and the middle finger for the 8, The 7 will be
in the tens column and the 8 in the units column,
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Burroughs Key-Driven Calculator, continued
Multiplication, continued

4.

5.

6,

7.

Depress 2 times for the 2 in the multiplier, 22 .
Move to the left one digit, holding 1278 as noted above.
Depress 2 times for the 2 in the mult i plier , 22.
The answer, 28 ,11 6, will register in the dial.

Multiple Factor Multinlication
Sample Problem1
1.

2.

3,

4.

5,
6.
7.
8.

9,
10,
11.

12.

lJ.

67 x 35 x 52

=

121,940

Clear machine .
Multiply 67 x 35 as in simple multiplication, holding 67
at the extreme right of the keyboard in large numbers to
begin the process.
The answer to this multiplication will be 2,345 ,
The first multiplication l eaves 2345 in the machine ,
which means that you need only multiply it 51 more
times (52 - 1) in order to get the final product.
Hold 51, with the 1 directly over the 2 in the dials.
This will put the 5 in the ten thousands column and the
1 in the thousands column,
Depress the 51 two times, which is the value of the
digit in the dial.
Move the 51 one di g it to the right, so that 1 in the
multiplier is directly over the 3 in the dial,
Depress the 51 three times , which is the value of the
digit in the d i al,
Move the 51 one digit to the right.
Depress four times.
Move the 51 one dig it to the right.
Depress five times,
The answer, 121,940, will register in the dial,

Accumulative Multiplication
Sample Problem,

316 x 46
X 27
356 X 91
420 X 5

Answers 71,010

814

1.

2,

Clear machine,
Hold 316 in LARGE numbers at the extreme right of
keyboard,

··•

Burroughs Key-Driven Calculator, continued
Accumulative Multiplication, continued

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

e.

9.

Multiply by 46, depressing 316 six times, moving to the
left one digit and depressing 316 four times.
Dial registers 14,536 ,
DO NOT CLEAR THE DIAL,
Hold 814 in LARGE NUMBERS at the extreme right of keyboard and multiply by 27. Dial registers 36,514, DO
NOT CLEAR THE DIAL ,
Hold 356 1n LARGE numbers at the extreme right of
keyboard and multiply by 91. Dial registers 68 ,910.
DO NOT CLEAR DIAL.
Hold 420 at extreme right of keyboard. Multiply by 5.
The answer, 71,010, will register in dials.

Division
Sample Problem,
1.

2.

3.
4,
.5.
.;

.•

6.

7.
8,

3075

7

25 = 123

Clear machine, Enter 3075 at extreme left of keyboard
in LARGE numbers.
Move one of the 11 decimal points" located beneath the
register dial to the end of the dividend , just after the

5.

.

Move the decimal point ONE place to the left for each
whole number in the divisor, This would place the point
between the O and 7.
Using SMALL numbers, hold the divisor minus 1 (24) at
extreme left of keyboard,
The procedure to follow from this point will be to
a, Equal stroke wheel.
b. Reduce remainder .
c. Move to right one digit each time.
The stroke wheel becomes the number in the first dial
(bottom of keyboard) to the LEFT of the first number
which you are holding. You are holding a 24. The dial
to the left of the 2 contains a zero.
When the stroke wheel is zero, it cannot be equaled, No
action is necessary at this time.
Check the numbers in the dials directly beneath those
numbers which you are holding. They will be 3 and 0.
This is larger than your divisor, 25. It must be reduced
below 2.5.

·-·
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Burroughs Key-Driven Calculator, continued
Division, continued

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.

15.
16.
17.

18

I

19.

REDUCE by depressing the 24 in small numbers ONE time,
If the numbers in the dials go BELOW the value of the
divisor, you have reduced it. The numbers, in this
case, read 05,"
Move the 24 in small numbers to the right one digit,
Check the stroke wheel, It reads 0, No action is
required.
Check the remainder, In thi.s problem, those numbers in
the dial directly under what you are holding are a 5
and 7,
Reduce the remainder by depressing the 24 ONE time,
The register reads 32, This is still larger than the
divisor, 25,
Reduce a gain by depressing ONE time, The dial will
show 07,
Move one digit to the right, still holding 24.
Check the stroke wheel, It is zero in this problem,
No action taken,
Check remainder. In this problem, it's 75. Reduce by
depressing 24 one time, It changes to 50 in the dial,
Reduce again by depressing 24 one time, The dial
reads 25,
If the remainder is EQUAL to or larger than the divisor
it can be reduced a gain, Since the •divisor is 25, you
must reduce again,
The answer, 123, registers in the dial,
Sample Problem,

.;

•

.1 I
2,

i:
5.

6,

7.
8,

108,072; 456 = 237

Clear machine .
Enter 108072, in LARGE numbers, at extreme left of keyboard,
Set decimal point, It will be between the 8 and 0,
Hold the divisor 456 minus 1 {455) in small numbers at
extreme left,
Check stroke wheel, It is 0, No action,
Check remainder. It is 108, less than the divisor, No
action needed,
Move one digit to right, still holding 455 in small
numbers.
Stroke wheel is 1. Depress 455 1 time, It remains a
1, which means the stroke wheel is equaled,

Burroughs Key-Driven Calculator, continued
Division, continued

9.
·10,

11,
12.
13,

14.
15,

16.
17,

Check remainder, It is 624. Reduce by depressing 455
one time, The dial changes to 168
Move one digit to the right.
Stroke wheel is 1. Depress 455 one time.
Stroke wheel changes to 2. Depress one more time to
equal the 2, The stroke wheel remains a 2, which means
it is equaled.
Check remainder, It is 775. Depress 455 one time,
The dial changes to J19,
Move one digit to the right,
Check stroke wheel. It is 3, Depress 455 J times ,
The stroke wheel changes to 4, Depress one more time,
It changes to 5. Depress one more time. It remains a
5. You have equaled the stroke wheel,
Check the remainder. It is 912. Reduce by depressing
one time, It changes to 456, which is EQUAL to the
divisor, De press again ,
The answer, 237, registers in the dial,

..•
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BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
PRETEST
. ADD,

( 1)

1 O ,415

853

+

( 2) 132
+ 24

(3) 712.370
+903. 054

~

11.6

SUBTRACT,
(4) 651 J

-~

(5) 1,618
-1

'599

(6) 60.365
-21 ,0742

62

(9)

MULTIPLY,

(7)

475
X

(8)

,002

x__J_L

46,2
X

1,23

DIVIDE,
(10) .001 f9412

(12) 4,36 / 36,3425

SOLVE THE FOLLOWING1

I'

13,

Paul M, Student purchased three textbooks from the
college bookstore, If the purchase prices were $5,95,
$7.98, and $9 . 95 respectively, what was the total cost
of the books?

14.

Peter Palmer plans to carry 17 semester hours of work
next semester at the state university, If the tuition
per semester hour is $12.50, how much will he pay in
tuition?

15.

Nixon's Hardware sells a 45 pound box of screws for
$38,25, What is the price per pound?

FRACTIONS a
Reduce ,!Q lowest terms,

(16)

16/32 =

(17)

382/748 =

59

FRACTIONS, continued
Reduce to the Indicated Denominators

(18)

3/15 = _

(19)

30

6/45

=

90

Change the Following to Improper Fractions,

(20)

8 3/4 =

(21)

33 1/3 ;.

(22) 7 1/5

=

Change the Following to ·r11xed Numbers,

( 23)

71/3 =

(24)

315/4 =

.Enill THE LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR OF THE FOLLOWING FRACTIONS:

(25)

1/2

2/3

3/8

7/12

ADD,

( 26)

SUBTRACT:

40
32
+ 87
22

.i

4/5
1/2
3/8
1/4

(27)

4/5
2/3
+ 1/6
J/8

(28)

5/8
- 1/4

MULTIPLY:

Reduce Product to lowest terms:

(30)

X

3/16

DIVIDE:

.,

=

( 32)

8/15 =

( 31)

6¾

X

(29) 146 2/3
- 25 1/2

7¼ =

Reduce Quotient to lowest terms:

7/8

-:-

1/3 =

( 33)

9 1/8

2 3/16

=

CONVERT THE FOLLOWING TO DECIMALS,

(34)

1/4 =

( 3.5)

62/25

(36)

=

6 1/2 =

CONVERT THE FOLLOWING TO FRACTIONS OR MIXED NUMBERS:
Reduce to lowest terms-.
-

( 37)

.3 =

( 38)

.1264 =

60

PERCENTAGE:
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)

8% of 925 is _ _ _ __
5¼% of 230 is
9 is what percent of 72?
85 is what percent of 510?
350 is 45% of what number?
45 increased by 5% = ______
760 decreased by 3 1/3% =
What number increased by 1.""'"o-=%-e_q_ua--=-1-s 330?
If 55 is increased to 70, the increase equals
and the percent of increase equals _ _ __

---

USING THE 4.9% RATE OF THE FIRST 6600 EARNED, CALCULATE THE
AMOUNT WITHHELD FOR F.I.C.A. TAXES:

(48)

Newlin Arneson earned. $550 in January, What amount
would be deducted for F.I .C .A. taxes that month? _ __

( 49)

No·rman Thompson has earned $7 ,000 in ~revious months
this year, If his monthly salary is $1,000 , how much
should be withheld for F.I.c.A. taxes this month?

CALCULATE THE EXACT INTEREST FOR THE FOLLOWING NOTE:
( 365 day year)
(50)

$450 for 65 days at 5%

CALCULATE BAJ.1KER S INTEREST:
1

(51)

Interest=
(360 day year)

$450 for 65 days at 5%

Interest=

NOTESs
CALCULATE .MATURITY VALUE:
(52)

---------

(360 day year)

Principal= $3r000; Rate= 6% r
Maturity Value _ _ _ __

Time= 60 days ,

CALCULATE DUE DATE:
(53)

Date of Note= January 1r
Date

·-·

Time= 60 days;

Due

61

CALCULATE BANK DISCOUNT AJ.\J'D PROCEEDS I
discount date,
--

Assume payment on

(54)

Face Value= $1,000; Time= 60 days; Date of Note=
August 10; Discount date= September 20; Discount
Rate= 6%1 Bank Discount=____
Proceeds=

(55)

Face Value= $200 ; Time= 60 days; Date of Note=
January 15; Discount Date== January JO; Discount
Rate 8%; Bank Discount= ____ J Proceeds= _ _ __

CALCULATE PROCEEDS1
(56)

Assume payment on discount date,

Face Value= $600; Bate= 6%1 Time= 45 days;
of Note= Ma rch 12; Discount Date= March 271
Discount Rate= 8% ; Proceeds=

Date

------

CALCULATE THE DISCOUNT AND NET COST 1
(57)

(58)

Invoice Amount= $640 ; Trade Discount= 251
Discount=----,....--' Net Cost=
Invoice Amount= $JOO ; Trade Discoun_t_=_2_0~/1-o/~1-o,
Discount=
; Net Cos t =

CALCULATE THE DECIMAL EQUIVALENT OF NET COST PER DOLLAR OF
LIST PRICE-,- -- -- -· (59)

25/10/10

(60)

40/25/10

CALCULATE MARKUP BASED ON COST1
(61)

Cost= $450; Percent of Markup on Cost= JO%;
Markup = _ _ _ _ __

CALCULATE MARKUP AND PERCENT OF MARKUP BASED ON THE SELLING
PRICE:
---- - (62)

Cost= $3,00; Selling Price= $4 .50; Markup= _ __
Percent of Markup based on selling price=

-----

CALCULATE MARKUP BASED .Ql:!. SELLING PRICE:
( 63)

Selling Price = $3,95;
Markup =

Percent of I1arkup = 25%,

CALCULATE COST s
( 64)

Selling Price = $15. oo r
50%; Co st =

·-·

Percent of Markup on Cost =

62

FILL IN THE BLANKS 1

(65)

Cost= $4.20r Selling Price= $6.30
Markup=-,-.,-_,,..-------,Percent of Markup on cost=---,.----Percent of Markup on selling price= _ _ _ _ _ __

,..
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BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
9 WEEK COMPREHENSIVE TEST
ADD:

12,405
+
853

( 1}

(2}

132
+ 33

(3}

712.371
+ 805.06
10,6

225

( 6}

61. 364
-22. 0641

-5.!.

SUBTRACT:
(4}

( 5}

6512

-~

-ill

MULTIPLY,
(7}

(8}

464
x.002

X

DIVIDE:
( 10}

.002 f9424

(11}

( 9)

749
'324

46.5
X

--

24 I 360

(12}

2, 21

4.35 r3b,3425

SOLVE THE FOLLOWING:
(13}

Peter Palmer plans to carry 16 semester hours of work
next semester at the state university, If the tuition
per hour is $15,50, how much will he pay in tuition?

(14}

Paul M. Student purchased three textbooks from the
college bookstore. If the purchase prices were $6,95,
$9.98, and $8.95 respectively, what was the total cost
of the books?

..

(15}

Day's Hardware sells a 45 pound box of screws for
$38,25, What is the price per pound?

FRACTIONS,
Reduce to lowest terms,
(16}

32/64 =

·-·

(17}

382/748 =

65

FRACTIONS, continued
Reduce to the Indicated Denominators
(18)

4/15 =

6/45 = _

(19)

JO

90

Change the Following to Improper Fractions:
(20)

7 J/4

66 1/J

( 21)

=

(22)

·=

7 1/4 =

Change the Following to Mixed Numbers 1
( 23)

( 24)

73/3 =

316/5 =

ADD:
( 25)

SUBTRACT :
40
33
+ 84
21

4/5
1/2
3/8
2L4

(26)

( 27)

3/5
2/3
+ 4/6

(28) 145 2/3
- 2) l,L2

5/8
- 1L4

2LB

Find the Lowest Common Denominator of the Following Fractions 1

(29)

1/4

MULTIPLY,
(JO)

.;

5/12

=

Reduce Product to lowest terms.

5/16

DIVIDE:
(32)

4/8

2/3

X

7/15

(31)

=

6¼

X

7¼

=

Reduce Quotient to lowest terms .

5/8

~

7/15

(33)

=

9 J/8

~

2 3/16

=

CONVERT THE FOLLOWING FRACTIONS TO DECIMALS:
(34)

1/4 =

(35)

62/24 =

(36)

6 1/5

CONVERT THE FOLLOWING TO FRACTIONS Q.E MIXED NUMBERS:
to lowestterms.
(37)

.4

=

( 38)

.1264 =

=

Reduce
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PERCENTAGE:
(39)

What is 6% of 925?

(40)

5 3/4% of 230 is

(41)

8 is what percent of 74?

(42)

74 is wha t percent of 506?

(43)

360 is 35% of what number?

(44)

450 increased by

(45)

760 decreased by 3 l/3% is _ _ _ __

(46)

What number increased by 15% equals 335?

(47)

If 55 is increased to 80, the increase equals _ _ __
and the percent of increase equals _ _ _ _ _ __

--------

4%

is

-------

USING THE 4. 9% RATE OF THE FIRST 6600 EARNED, CALCULATE THE
AMOUNT WITHHELD FOR F.I.C.A. TAXES,
(48 )

Newlin Arneson earned $550 in January . What amount
would be deducted for F.I.C.A. taxes that month?

(49)

Norma.n Thompson has earned $7,000 in ~revious months
this year. If his monthly salary is $1,000, how much
should be withheld for F.I.C.A . taxes this month?

CALCULATE THE EXACT I NTEREST FOR THE FOLLOWING NOTE:
(365 day year)
(50)

$450 for

65 days at 5%

CALCULATE BAN KER'S INTEREST:
· (51)

$450 for

Interest=
(360 day year)

65 days at 5%

Interest=

CALCULATE MATURITY VALUE FOR THE FOLLOWING NOTE1
year)
(52)

Principal= $3 , 0001
Maturity Value

-----

Rate= 6%1

-------

----(360 day

Time= 60 days;
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CALCULATE DUE DATE FOR THE FOLLOWING NOTE1

(5J)

Date of Note= January 1;
Maturity Value= _ _ _ _ _ __

CALCULATE BANK DISCOUNT AND PROCEEDS:
d.iscount date

(54)

Face Value - $1,000;
Date of Note= August 10;
September JO;
Bank discount=

-----

( 55)

Time= 60 days;
Assume payment on

• Time = 60 days;
Discount date =
Rate of Discount= 6%
Proceeds= _ _ _ _ __

Face Value= $200;
Time= 60 days;
Date of Note= January 151 Discount date= January JO;
Rate of Discount= 8.%
Bank discount
Proceeds=

------

Face Value= $600; Rate of Note= 6%: Time= 45 days;
Date of Note = March 12;
Discount date = :rr:.arch 12;
Rate of Discount= 8%
Bank discount _ _ _ _ _ _ Proceeds
CALCULATE THE DISCOUNT AND NET COST:

(57)

Invoice Amount= $6JO;
Discount

Trade Discount= 25
Net Cost= _ _ _ _ __

(58)

Invoice Amount= $500;
Discount

Trade Discount= 20/10/10
Net Cost = _ _ _ _ __

CALCULATE THE DECIMAL EQUIVALENT OF NET COST PER DOLLAR OF
LIST PRICE-,.,

(59)

25/10/15

= ----

(60)

40/25/JO

= _ _ __

CALCULATE !1.ARKUP BASED ON COST 1
(61)

Cost = $450 ;
Percent of Markup on Cost = JO%
Markup= _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CALCULATE MARKUP AND PERCENT OF MARKUP BASED ON THE SELLING
PRICE:
-- --

( 62)

Cost= $J.OO;
Selling Price= $4 .50; Markup= _ _
Percent of Markup based on selling price=
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CALCULATE 1'1.AR.KUP BASED ON SELLING PRICE:

(63)

Selling Price= $3,95
Percent of Markup= 20%
Markup= _ _ _ _ _ __

CALCULATE COST :

(64)

Selling Price= $25,00
Cost=

Percent of Markup= 50%
· based on cost

-----

FILL IN THE BLANKS:

(65)

Cost= $4,20
Selling Price= $6.22
Markup= _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Percent of markup on cost= ---,------Percent of markup on selling price=

-------

,..

APPENDIX D
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CONTROL GROUP-- TEST RESULTS
POSSIBLE POINTS--73
Student

Pretest

Improvement

ar

½3

38
36
23
32
39
38
39

JS
44
· 47

48
50
58
57

10
8
24

11
20

28

54

26

26

1
2

28
34

4
g
7

8

9
10

51

JO

11
12

13
14
15 ~
16
17

46

41}

43

25

19
22

18

50
39
22
46
39

19

20
21
22

~425

.,

Post test

56
34
35
62

15
13
12

59

47

26
27
28

47

32

43

29
30
31
32

25

J4

47

32
34

65

54
35

37

22

36

24

37

37
36
38

38
39
40
41

4~JO

42

ti45

25
38

22
.· .... · 46 ..· .. ·. -. ....
... · :. : - : :·: ·31

. ..

~

18

16
1~

4~61

39

16

4§

31
55
62

28
28

17

41
41
55
39

Jl
20

9
9

23

19
2~

14
11
7

16
8

7

57
65
57
31

23

42

52

5
16

§4

i~3

JO

50

48
43
48

O

20

9

6

18

18

10

:· . : :· :· :· . ·. · : :· :.:· ·5§ .: :. . :· :- :- . :·. :. :·: . : : :1·9~: :·· :: .: ~ ·:
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP--TEST RESULTS
POSSIBLE POINTS--73
. ..

...

Student

Pretest

1
2

JO
20
22
49

3

4

~~

5
6
7

38
35
25
28
35
39
19
22
28
20
44
35
· 31

8

9
10
11
12

fl
15

16
17
18
. : : -19 · ·:

.,

·.•

Post test

Irnurovernent

48
47
59
52
52
• 62
52

18
27
37
14
21
14
2J
20
25
28
12
J
23

i~53

63
51
22
45
40
44
43
52
54

12

..

24
-1
17
....
. - 23 ·- .. .

8 0 85

